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Lewd lil' rhythms

Everything fits
into a hole
fuzzy little animals
burrow to

Touches of  security
uncovered amidst
music
all fitting one way
or
another

Everything
eases

except for the
how
and when

Love
warmth
and an abode
or the
idea
of  Home: tonal
flowing
to one and
the other

– for Melique and a perfect photo of  two hands

Robert McGeorge hawks up throat chunks as he sleeps, music keeps him alive, so
during the day he smokes and coughs and drinks, and then he sleeps, a deep sleep



ask

more has come again
always unexpected forms
the world is becoming more and less
interesting
science is limited
strange
being is as split
sex perhaps preceding love
all I wanted was more

our frequencies, for a brief
period, synchronized

now he snores: the room
orange glow. Probably pine, old

varnished flooring
adds to

despair
hope

It looks like I may be coming to an end of  a line, a naturally defined limitation, a 
personal record, a reason to celebrate.

How much lower can this go, is the simple question we are presenting ourselves.

When it is all just ugly, that is when agony becomes meaningless.



Outside A Closed-Door Home

Sitting broken she watches
Politics

Envy her last connection
to a fragment of  sanity

Once she was a favorite
Special, a princess!

Princess,
where
now?

The noose like a cat
burglar

tightens

just a figure of  speech

breathing and breathing
can be different

One is alive,
The other isn't

Outside a grave of  a forgotten
family member sings

as the icy
wind Howls

recall her she won't let you shut her out

There is a disconnection, now, here
Mind

wanting to leave

love could have made things
Other
Love

hate a last bridge



cel phones

Does a string of  bad luck and an honest
handful of  ingredients
make one a poet? Well I don’t fucking know.
Poems should probably not be personal
And I fail miserably at that

Cuban Lounge

When people tell you that you are at the crossroads they never are clear about the 
nature of  crossroads and you tend to worry about the process ahead. When you later 
come on to another fork in the road you realize that it is the eighth such process and 
you settle on a choice, hesitating less than the time they told you about crossroads.

Still, one of  those decisions may remain unforgotten, resurfacing when you dream.

Let's Improvise

We fail together, you, addicted
me just not good enough
all that emotion
mole hills erupting

so lost in our little corners
angry for absolutely nothing
you now below
stone : i visited with your mother

when I refuse events unfolded
(it is this space – the between)
when cold solitude becomes
a norm
(sorrow pollinates the flowers i alone
care for.)

It is late and I've decided not to
contact anyone, this is where you and I get to share the open arms at the harbor
pay to get the good fish at the
decreasing price auction market

– poem for Yann Faucon



Money and the Complex Process of  Creation

Art book
Design

She's talking I've stopped listening a while back. Thinking about sex. If  only I could get what I need I'd
be functional.

Traffic, all rushing in the direction of  fantasies unrealisable. Summer in the city

Young parents are always a gamble, like a used car getting random service, maybe it 
works, roll the dice

Next thing you know it's Wednesday on the eve of  a midlife, counting your change

Summers come and go

too many words now come rushing

it all becomes so desperate silence is the least of  nonsenses
tomorrow another day another week another year -

you play a small violin he said young hopeful knowing
hoping

another composes pieces
of  love

on the subject of  conspiracy
thought in between at bay

yet a third expects
no thing specific

a let down, on the horizon
reliable



Seedy underbelly you called for and today your moan still echoes as 
the rush of  daily events unfold • where were you lucidity and 
forgiveness when the window gave onto laughter of  child in a home 
and warmth

Plainly put your high-rises never invited me upstairs off  streets 
named after countries

Quelle poésie

le poète hésitant
se retrouve toujours
ce sont les
murs et les fauteuils
qui meublent - les
blessures guérissent
ou pas ,
la pièce reste .

on se précipite si
souvent sans objectif
dirait l'homme et
maintenant même
la femme d'affaires
oh transaction
sur ces terres
bordant un fleuve : princesse 
africaine, rien de tout ça
importe –
quelle poésie ?
on expire



why be happy
when you can live

see
die a little

and strive for happiness

Nothing Comes Easy

All bars in Berlin are smoking bars, practically.

So yesterday I was finishing early and a waitress I work with said drop by around the 
corner we're having a drink. And I remember walking in, still behind the curtain that is 
right behind the front door, thinking it's still time to just go home. But there is nothing 
at home for me.

Anyway, I order a bio soft drink and the older barlady puts a straw in the bottle and 
hands it to me. Every table is manned and womanned by regulars, the type that keep 
their own personal glass behind the bar, and their regular seat is theirs so if  they walk 
in and a student or someone that just happened upon the bar is sitting in their place 
the barlady tells the non-regular they need to move. Or maybe that's just how it is in 
these old-school treasures further East.

Either way, blablabla, we're making small talk, she asks if  I prefer we speak in 
German, I say yes that way I'll learn, it becomes clear I can't hold a conversation in 
German, we switch back to post-American.

The room is a highschool smoking room (back when highschoolers smoked cigarettes 
as opposed to weed): it's a cloud but I'm managing.

We have the conversation where I explain why I 'stopped' drinking.

And then I get to the bottom of  my soft drink - why am I drinking with a straw anyway - 
and I give a hard pull, a crisp suction, to get the last of  the surprisingly satisfying 
raspberry beverage but somehow I either don't put my lips around the straw properly 
or smoke had even gotten into the bottle and when the insufficient quantity of  drink 
makes way to air I basically draw in smoke, deep into my lungs (or whatever it is you 
call those tiny airways - bronchioles).

And I'm a little queasy this morning.



faces in the crowd

disappointments abound
the rain falls on a Saturday evening
creamy peach rays of  a sun setting

charged atmospheres

fear still here
droplets dance and blue spruce glow

The guy in the room next to mine loves his metal and indulgences in the occasional 
peanut. Code for low-grade, low-income stimulant.

The guy in the third room, the one closest to the front door, is probably dying. Having 
contracted a flesh-eating bacteria, he's had two toes amputated, already. In the 
morning he gets drunk on cheap beer, by the afternoon he is heavily intoxicated and 
sometime this summer he should find out whether or not they're going to amputate his
leg. He's asked me to knock on his door in the morning, to make sure he hasn't had a 
cerebral incident. All night he listens to yesterday's radio hits.



That Trolley Could Serve a  #  of  Purposes

Take refuge in reading

Flight attendance has become strict

Chicago has interesting architecture

There is a sound that whines

It must be an uncomfortable job

The tall perhaps Native guy is reading

Halfway in the plane feels tubular

All could break

My brain is unhappy

Fragile

I am afraid of  her but I want to look

God

I miss being a job kind of  person

Now she prowls the aisle

Purple and violet are different colors

I accept most credit cards too

Get me my cable

I am going to get warned

Some color coordinations are outdated

Sound matters

Do not look at me

Money transforms some people

Eating

I am listening to music now

What a life

Knowing others too much is not good

Hesitation be gone

Humans are robots when overthinking

Events unfold

There is no secret war.



Looking to Learn

Four pictures in a different light
The swan studies her observer
The sun has set
She nests

Now and Now and Now

The past is now slowly slipping away
From the fingers that wanted so much
Now the gentle breeze blowing pollen
Across streets becoming familiar

He Hates Art

At night he smokes three or four cigarettes and downs five beers of  decent quality
In the morning he inhales breakfast and coffee and bikes to work, with the mentally insane
Double shifts
Every day he can and there's no shortage of  insanity, he bikes home
He's fit
He inhales more nicotine
Drinks another five
Pulls on a cherry-flavored digestif
What am I going to do when I'm decrepit
His heart aches
and his mind wants to race
The amaretto bottle is placed back into the antique cupboard
quietly for his home is at peace
less of  a mess
than before



this now

two colleagues
and the poet
done at two past midnight
the lights are off
we walk and talk
soon it will be a new year
old pain
the night
and smoke
and trains
all real

Étoiles qui se suivent

le temps est noir
les amis vont mal
dans la cuisine d'été
seul j'ai froid –

dimanche soir on tend à oublier : Constante
intemporelle, voyageons ensemble cette nuit

Sentiers qui se suivent
sans expectatives
souvenirs délaissés
On ne sent plus la saison
salle à manger
neutre ou presque.

Automnes – ton herbe s'aplatit
ce matin y restait rien du riz
que j'avais répandu sur tes reflets



Untitled

A world is ending

The party continues. Outside winter is like in memories
of  easier days

Strangely

The uneasy about

Let us stand together
a little while longer

in bed all Wednesday

All saves its owns space, much like a group of  children, in a game of  musical chairs, 
the loser has to stand

Perhaps in an organized family mid-life is stained otherwise, ageing finding itself
afoot
needing. Meanwhile happiness, too distant for the no longer energetic
– but wise
sore thumb,
defines memories

Oh Sylvia
the times
love for poetry
AND ascending class dream

Were you at the mercy of  your men
full of  bombs
and structured industry:
How does an intelligent person fail to see
that small frame

America in 1845
before the Peacemaker and double action revolver
rich with tuberculosis
and bedbugs
you gave Poe and Walden
talent and intelligence found ways
to escape you. One hundred years later
the failed experiment
gives
just
fragments. And tens of  millions, like a thick hand full of  rich soil microorganism, 
dented by therapy



A bitterness
washes over,
the clock has wound, life
has ebbed

All in all this is not a bad thing
just dreams
missed out on. And a reality
minimally prepared for.

Oh money
oh sting of
the winter that kills
on bare skin, true privilege

A long time ago I loved someone and she loved me, more than anything. Though I took what we 
had for granted and walked away from it, and it made everything worse, instantly. Three years later
an accident damaged my head, I eventually found poetry and that picked me up, the way silver 
linings on broken frames make it possible for persons, now and then, to touch stars, and life has 
been complex.

Magic on a backdrop.


